The Exotic Flavors of India
Day 1: Arrival in Delhi
You will be met at New Delhi International Airport and escorted to your Delhi hotel for check in. The
remainder of the day is at leisure.
India's capital is an exciting, busy, sometimes chaotic city and one of the most interesting. With
historical sites from different eras, museums and galleries, shops and endless bazaars, there is more to
see and do than we can possibly fit in during our short time here. For those arriving early there is an
opportunity to make more discoveries with optional touring (extra cost).
Accommodation: Vasant Continental ***** (2 Nights)
Day 2: Old Delhi
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We step into old Delhi with a walk in the bazaars and spice markets, immersing ourselves in the noise
and smells of the crowded narrow streets and alleys.
Start your city tour with a visit to Khari Bawri – A famous Wholesale market for dried
fruits and spices. Also visit some traditional Indian sweetmeat (mithai) shops in the
vicinity.
Travel through the famous bazaar, Chandni Chowk, bustling with commerce and
enterprise. Spices are the specialty of Khari Baoli. Be prepared to be assaulted by exotic
smalls and fragrances.
If time permits, visit Parathewali Gali, a whole street lined with
shops specializing only in parathas, a special flatbread that can be
stuffed with all kinds of vegetables, spices and everything else the
chefs fancy! Watch them create masterpieces using exotic flours,
spices, vegetables, and other ingredients.

Late in the morning we explore the world of the Sikh religion, visiting the Old Delhi Gurudwara. The
place where Sikhs gather to worship is called a gurudwara and literally means the “guru's door”. The
sound of the chanting of the Holy Book fills the air as we help prepare a meal and then eat in the
Gurudwara's kitchen.
In the afternoon visit Old Delhis’ Red Fort, the 300-year-old walled city built by
Emperor Shah Jehan.
This evening enjoy dinner with an Indian family along with a cooking demonstration.

Day 3: Delhi—Agra
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After breakfast, we drive to the Mughal city of Agra. On the way visit Sikandra to see the Mausoleum
of great King Akbar (1556-1605). You will have the opportunity to observe the daily routine of
authentic village life.
Upon arrival at Agra, check in to your hotel and enjoy lunch there.
In the evening drive to a local sweetmeat shop to see how the
jalebis are prepared. A jalebi is a South Indian fried sweetmeat. It
is made by deep-frying batter in a pretzel shape, instead of the
funnel cake shape common in the U.S., then soaking them in sugar
syrup. Jalebis are bright orange or yellow in color and are served
hot. They have a somewhat chewy texture. Another popular
sweetmeat available in Agra (State of Uttar Pradesh) is imarti,
which is red orange in color and sweeter in taste.
Accommodation: Jaypee Palace ***** (2 Nights)
Day 4: Agra
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Early in the morning, we head straight for one of the world's most
instantly recognizable monuments: the majestic Taj Mahal. Built
by the great Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan as a memorial to his
wife Mumtaz, this monument built for love, a “teardrop on the
face of eternity,” lives up to all expectations.

Later, visit Agra's Red Fort situated on the banks of the river
Yamuna, another monumental mission accomplished by the great
Mughal visionary Emperor Akbar. The palaces, mosques and
audience halls contained within its massive wall of red sandstone
are perfect examples of the blending of Islamic and Hindu
traditions.
Enjoy lunch at the Mughal Sheraton Hotel’s Peshawari Restaurant with a short lecture on the local
cuisine (northwestern frontier cuisine). Taste the authentic flavors of Northwestern Frontier Cuisine.
Barbequed specialties and freshly baked Indian breads are prepared in the restaurant’s display kitchen.

This afternoon (time permitting), visit the Marble Factory which still
specializes in laying semi-precious and precious stones on the heart of
marble rock.
In the evening, witness a live cultural show at Kalakriti. Afterwards, enjoy
dinner at the hotel.

Day 5: Agra—Fatehpur Sikri—Jaipur
After breakfast depart for Jaipur, stopping at Fatehpur Sikri en route.
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The deserted Mughal Kingdom of Fatehpur Sikri is an intriguing place
(approx. 1 hour’s drive). The 16th century palaces and pavilions of this
fortified ghost city are perfectly preserved, while an impressive Victory
Gate leads to the tomb of a Muslim saint. The Mughals later abandoned
this city for lack of water.
It’s only a short drive to the “Pink City”
of Jaipur (approx. 2 hours’ drive). This friendly and busy town with its
palaces and bazaars full of jewelry, textiles and folk-based art is a firm
favorite with travelers. Maharaja Jai Singh II built Jaipur in the 18th
century. The whole city was painted pink to welcome the visit of Prince
Albert in 1853.
On arrival check in to the hotel and enjoy your afternoon at leisure.
In the early evening, visit a local Indian family for tea and coffee followed by a
rickshaw ride through the local market where almost all household things are
available such as vegetables, spices, and other goods.
Tonight, we will enjoy dinner at the hotel.
Accommodation: Country Suites Inn ****+ (2 Nights)
Day 6: Jaipur
The day begins with a visit to the Amber Fort, the former seat of the
Rajput rulers of Jaipur. Ascending the fortress seated on elephants,
wander around the beautiful palaces and visit the Shiladevi temple (which
continues to be the private temple of the Royal family) with its exquisite
marble carvings and silver door.
After the visit to Amber, you get an opportunity to see craftsmen working
to create excellent pieces of jewelery, which is traditional craft of Jaipur.
Lunch is at the Hotel Samode Haveli and includes a a short lecture on local cuisine.
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This afternoon, visit the open-air royal observatory, Jantar Mantar, with its
gigantic, astronomical instruments, the City Palace and Museum. Stop by
the Hawa Mahal, the “Palace of Winds”.
For dinner this evening, you will visit the
traditional village of Chowki Dhani. Here you
will get to try the Rajasthani thali, a meal which
starts off with a papad mangori soup. You can see the influence of the
desert, where, without access to fresh vegetables, papads became the basis
of the soup. Mangori is a local flavoring which gives it a slightly sour tang.
The thali comes with ker sangri (capers and desert beans), bela Rajasthani
(dumplings of besan in a yogurt gravy), and panchmela (five vegetables of the chef’s choice). Three
different kinds of Indian breads are served: lachcha parathas, naan and missi rotis. You round it all off
with paneer ghewar (Indian-style cottage cheese) for dessert.
Day 7: Jaipur—Deogarh Via Pushkar
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This morning explore Pushkar, an enchanting small town located
exactly on the edge of the desert but separated from it by Nag Pahar,
the Snake Mountain. The town, frequently visited by devotees, lies to
the side of Pushkar Lake with its multitudes of bathing ghats and
temples. It also holds the most unique fairs of its kind in the world. It is
a combination of an animal fair and a religious fair. Both the fairs are
enchanting and have their own unique aspects and qualities. As per the
Indian calendar, the fair is held in the first lunar cycle in the month of
Kartik culminating on the Kartik Poornima (full moon).
We will have lunch at Jagat Niwas Palace in Pushkar.
After lunch continue your journey, arriving at Deogarh for a special
overnight stay in the Deogarh Fort and Palace—now converted to a
hotel.
Deogarh Mahal was converted into a hotel by the present owner,
Rawat Nahar Singh. A part of the Mahal is still occupied by his
relatives. Every room is reflective of a different era: Gokul Ajara,
Moti Mahal, and the Ranjit Prakash room that dates back to 1670
A.D. with decor that reflects the Rajput era.
Food is sure to be the best at the hotel. Home-grown fruits and
vegetables, in-house milk products and oils provide a delectable
and distinct freshness. You can also experience typical Mewari
cuisine served with traditional hospitality. The hotel also offers
delicious seasonal jams, and juices made from fruits grown around
the Mahal.
On arrival check in to the hotel.

In the evening, you can enjoy a visit to local market of the villagers which is part of
the entire complex. It is very colorful.
During tonight’s dinner of typical Rajasthani cuisine, you are joined by the royal
family that resides in the palace.

Accommodation: Deogargh Mahal Heritage (1 Night)
Day 8: Deogargh—Udaipur Via Ranakpur
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After breakfast, enjoy a jeep safari ride into the rugged countryside with exciting panoramas and bird
watching. A walk through the local village gives you an opportunity to experience first hand the people
and their culture.
Later drive to Udaipur, visiting Ranakpur en route.
The Jain temples are situated in the remote and peaceful Aravalli
Valley. The temples are open for non-Jains at 12:00 noon. The most
famous is the Adinath Temple, with its beautifully crafted and wellkept marble edifice, which has 29 halls supported by 1444 pillars—
no two of which are alike. Amongst the five holy Jain sites, this is
one of the best temple complexes in the country.
Lunch is at the Hotel Fateh Bagh in Ranakpur.
Continue to Udaipur
Without question, Udaipur lives up to its reputation as India's most romantic city.
Rolling hills, white marble palaces and lakes all combine to give Udaipur a very
special appeal. It is, and the shopping is superb.
Upon arrival, check in to your hotel. a center for artists, dancers, and musicians
Dinner tonight is at the Lalit Laxmi Vilas Palace.
Accommodation: Shiv Niwas Heritage (2 Nights)
Day 9: Udaipur
Visit the City Palace, once the home of Mewar’s rulers, and
today a museum. It consists of several flawlessly integrated
palaces which overlook the clear blue of Lake Pichola. Visit
Sahelion-ki-bari (Gardens of the Royal Maids) the scene of
royal parties for centuries.
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Lunch at Crystal Gallery in the Hotel Fateh Prakash
Crystal Gallery has been hailed as probably the single largest private collection of crystal anywhere in
the world. Visitors here are privy to one of the most exclusive and exquisite crystal collections. The
collection includes a bewildering number of objects d'art, dinner sets, perfume bottles, decanters,
glasses, washing bowls, and even furniture. The Crystal Gallery houses the only crystal bed in the
world!

Later, drive around Fateh Sagar Lake, excavated in the late 17th century by Maharaja Jai Singh and
past the Kala Mandir (Puppet Museum) and the Cenotaph of Maharana Pratap.
This evening, enjoy a cooking demo and dinner at Jhoola Lawns at the
Shikarbadi Hotel. Set in an area of Shikarbadi facing the beautiful
sanctuary, enjoy a cooking display of traditional Rajasthani food by the
chef of the hotel.

Day 10: Udaipur—Mumbai
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This morning you will fly from Udaipur to Mumbai. Known as Bombay until its recent name change,
Mumbai is India's commercial capital. The area occupied by Mumbai three hundred years ago was
seven islands inhabited by Koli fishermen and their families. With land reclamation the islands were
connected, so that now Bombay occupies a thin isthmus. The British acquired these marshy islands for
a pittance. Mumbadevi or Mumbai was part of Catherine of Braganza’s marriage dowry when she
married Charles II in 1661. Four years later, the British took possession of the remaining islands and
neighboring mainland area and in 1668 the East India Company leased the whole area for 10 pounds
per year.
If you visit only one Indian city for its food, let it
be Mumbai, the country's most cosmopolitan city.
What makes Mumbai particularly enticing is that
you can enjoy in its restaurants many of the top
local specialties from India's other cuisine areas.
Based on coconut, chiles, and seafood,
Mangalorian cuisine is a change of flavors with a
wide array of restaurants to choose from. Prawn Gassi with Salt and Pepper and Garlic Squid top the
list of local dishes. Enjoy dinner at a seafood restaurant tonight.
Accommodation: Fariyas Hotel **** (2 Nights)
Day 11: Mumbai
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Start with a stop at the Gateway of India, then drive past the Victoria
Terminus, the most remarkable example of Victorian Gothic
architecture in India opened during Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee
Year. You will also see Marine Drive and visit the Hanging Gardens,
so named because they are located on top of a series of tanks that
supply water to Mumbai.
Before lunch, we will make a photo stop at Dhobi Ghat, where you
will get an interesting glimpse into the Indian laundry system.

For lunch today, visit with a local family and see them demonstrate their cooking techniques.
Enjoy your afternoon at leisure followed by dinner at the hotel.

Day 12: Mumbai—Goa
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Our flight from Mumbai will bring us to Panjim, the capital of Goa and a great place to end our
gourmet tour. Goa was a Portuguese city for centuries, and their influence is still as strong as ever,
with spectacular architecture, a slow-paced atmosphere, and sensational food. The land of Goa is
covered with paddy fields and groves of cashew, mango and coconut.
You will be met and taken to your hotel for check in.
The afternoon is at leisure to enjoy the beach.
If you have not already sampled some Indian Tea, this may be the time.
Not only does India produce the most tea in the world, it grows some of
the very best. Nearly every part of the country has a tea-growing region.
Approximately 4% of the national income of India comes from its tea,
there are over 14,000 tea estates. Besides the different kinds of tea that
come from India, there is also a very unique style of making tea. It's called
“chai.” There are lots of various recipes to make chai, but the basic
ingredients are: black tea, milk, sugar, and spices. It's the combination of
spices that make chai so wonderful. The most common are cardamom,
ginger, cloves, cinnamon, and even pepper.
Tonight, enjoy a poolside barbeque dinner.
Accommodation: Ramada Caravela Beach Resort (2 Nights)
Day 13: Goa
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Feeling brave? Perhaps sample a Goan breakfast of Fejoda and Sanna or Goan sausage and Pao at the
hotel.
Enjoy a morning city tour of Old Goa ending with lunch at a special Goan
restaurant with a cooking demonstration.
The afternoon is at leisure to enjoy the beach.
A final farewell dinner will be enjoyed tonight at your hotel.

Day 14: Departure
Depart for home.
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